Wheel Loader Driving Intention Recognition with Gaussian Mixture - Hidden Markov Model
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Abstract. Accurate recognition of driving intentions can delay upshifts under the intention of quick acceleration to maximize vehicle power performance; avoid frequent gear changes in automatic transmissions for rapid deceleration intention and make all power to flow to the bucket in the desire for fast motion of cylinders. However, due to the ambiguity of the human intentions and multiple meanings of depressing on the accelerator pedal in wheel loader, it is difficult to recognize driving intention. Nevertheless, the driver's intentions are directly reflected in the accelerator pedal, brake pedal and hydraulic valve control handle. By detecting these observable signals such as the signals of acceleration pedal’s displacement and velocity, brake pedal’s displacement and velocity and valve status Gaussian Mixture - Hidden Markov Model(MGHMM) can recognize the unobservable driving intentions. The experiment is done in Simulink and the results show that MGHMM can recognize driving intentions as expected.

1 Introduction

Wheel loader often works in construction site and the bumpy road condition brings shakes to the driver, which always fatigue the driver. In addition, frequent shifts also intensify fatigue of the driver. The application of automatic transmission in wheel loader, however, relieve driver’s fatigue, but the automatic transmission makes the decisions of gearshift only when the throttle opening and vehicle speed satisfy the shift requirements. The method is effective in car, but the condition in wheel loader is different. The wheel loader has mainly two missions digging and transporting while the car only has the latter, which leads that pushing the acceleration pedal down may be not to accelerate the loader body but accelerate to tip bucket. Therefore, in order to prevent the automatic transmission from issuing wrong instructions, it is necessary to accurately recognize the driving intention. On the other hand, classic two-parameter gearshift schedule cannot avoid the problem of frequent gearshift in rapid deceleration. However, if gearshift intention can be recognized accurately, the problem of frequent gearshift in rapid deceleration would be avoid by forcing downshift.

Human behaviour intentions have uncertainties and the increasing the throttle opening has multiple meanings. The above two points make the recognition of driving intention more difficult. For the recognition of driving intention man has raised many methods. Since the problem of driving intention recognition is basically pattern recognition and condition monitoring problem, Neural Network [1-4] and other machine learning methods are suitable to solve the problems. These methods are based on a great deal of experimental data. Fuzzy Logic Control [5] is also applied in driving intention.
recognition. Similarly, Fuzzy Logic Control need rich experience and a large amount of time to adjust the controlled system. The above methods cannot efficiently solve the problem of wheel loader driving intention identification. However, some recent endeavours in this direction in car using a popular methodology Gaussian Mixture - Hidden Markov Models (MGHMM) [6] such as work from H Hou [7], H Berndt [8] et al is fruitful. It can recognize the implicit parameter of temporal data patterns and build the recognition model, and the driving intention recognition itself is a problem of Hidden Markov because human behaviour is made up of a sequence of internal “mental” states which is not directly observable, but it can be inferred from observable signals, such as acceleration pedal’s displacement and velocity as well as brake pedal’s displacement and velocity.

In this paper five input signals are considered including signals of acceleration pedal’s displacement and velocity, brake pedal’s displacement and velocity and valve status. And seven output results are Fast Slowdown, Slowdown, Natural, Keep, Acceleration, Rapid Acceleration and Valve Action. Through the trained MGHMM models driving intention can be recognized online in MATLAB Simulink.

2 Gaussian Mixture - Hidden Markov Model

The Hidden Markov Model is an extension and development of the Markov Model. It is a probabilistic model used to describe the statistical properties of stochastic processes. And it is a double stochastic process. The Hidden Markov Model showed as figure 1 consists of a markov chain and a general random process.
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**Figure 1.** The Hidden Markov Model of unobservable driving intentions and observable signals

The transition probability matrix of markov chain describes the transition between two states. In general, the relationship between the state and the observed sequence is described by observation probability matrix.

HMM is defined as follows:

1. $X$ represents a set of states.

   $$X = \{S_i|1 \leq i \leq N, i \in Z\}$$ (1)

   where $N$ is the number of states.

2. $O$ represents a set of observable sequences.

   $$O = \{V_i|1 \leq i \leq M, i \in Z\}$$ (2)

   where $M$ is the number of observations that may be output from each state.

3. The state transition probabilities are

   $$A = \{a_{ij}\}$$ (3)

   where $a_{ij} = P[q_{t+1} = j|q_t = i], 1 \leq i, j \leq N$. 

4. The observation probability matrix of State $j$ is

$$
\mathbf{B} = \{b_j(k)\} 
$$

where $b_j(k) = P[O_t = V_k | q_t = S_j], 1 \leq j \leq N, 1 \leq k \leq M$. $B$ is the probability of output value.

5. The initial state distribution is

$$
\pi = \{\pi_i\} 
$$

where $\pi_i = P[q_i = S_j], 1 \leq i \leq N$.

Hence HMM can be characterized by equation:

$$
\lambda = (X, O, \pi, A, B) 
$$

HMM mainly solves the problem of evaluation, decoding and learning. The corresponding algorithms are Forward method, Viterbi method and Baum–Welch method.

Driving behaviour is a continuous behavior of time. For continuous observation sequences, the Gaussian Mixed Model is adopted. Then the matrix $\mathbf{B}$ in equation 4 is not a matrix but a probability distribution function of observation values.

$$
\begin{align*}
&b_j(o) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} c_{jk} \mathcal{N}(o | \mu_{jk}, U_{jk}), 1 \leq j \leq N \\
&\text{where } c \text{ stands for the mixture coefficient for the } k \text{th mixture in the } j \text{th state. } \mathcal{N} \text{ stands for the probability distribution function of a normal distribution with mean } \mu \text{ and covariance } U \text{ measured at observation } o. \text{ Mixture coefficient } c \text{ satisfies the following constraints:} \\
&\sum_{k=1}^{M} c_{jk} = 1 \quad 0 \leq c_{jk} \leq 1, 1 \leq j \leq N, 1 \leq k \leq M
\end{align*}
$$

Therefore, MGHMM can be expressed as

$$
\lambda = (X, O, \pi, A, c, \mu, U_{jk}) 
$$

The data to be learned is input into the model. When the model converges, it is considered that the model training has been completed.

3 The driving intention recognition model

3.1 The structure of driving intention recognition model

The driving intention of the driver in the time series is a set of decisions for each minute period under each specific work environment. That is, the driving intention recognition of each tiny period can show the change of the driver's overall driving intention and MGHMM can realize the long-term driving intention recognition by analysing short-term driving behaviour data. The figure 2 shows MGHMM recognition model structure. Considering the driver's driving intention is directly reflected in the accelerator pedal, brake pedal and hydraulic valve handle. The signals of accelerator pedal’s displacement and velocity, brake pedal’s displacement and velocity and hydraulic valve’s switch state are chosen as input data of MGHMM. In each working cycle of the program, the seven trained models, Fast Slowdown(FS) MGHMM, Slowdown(S) MGHMM, Natural(N) MGHMM, Keep(K) MGHMM, Acceleration(A) MGHMM, Rapid Acceleration(RA) MGHMM and Valve Action(VA) MGHMM, will rapidly process the input-data with Maximum Likelihood Estimation(MLE) and the name of MGHMM corresponding the maximum value is output as the current short-term driving behaviour.
3.2 The training of MGHMM model

All the driving behaviour MGHMMs are trained independently in MATLAB Simulink using the Baum-Welch algorithm which is an ‘iterative update’ algorithm to construct an HMM fitting given observation sequences. Thus, the parameters of a certain short-term driving behaviour model are optimized gradually for given learning data until convergence within a certain range. The following figure 3 shows the methods of learning data processing and MGHMMs model training processing.

First of all, data for a certain combined work case is collected. Then, the certain combined work case data is divided into a plurality of single work case data, and then a single work case data is divided into a plurality of time series segments. Finally, Baum-Welch algorithm is used to train each single work case MGHMM. In the experiment seven MGHMMs are finally trained, for example, When the speed of the accelerator pedal is greater than 0.2/s, the current driving intention, in this paper, is considered to be Fast Acceleration. And all the observed signals of Fast Acceleration work cases are divided into a group for Fast Acceleration MGHMM training.

4 Results of driving intention recognition
After all the MGHMMs are trained, all the optimal parameters are imported into the workspace of MATLAB. The typical work conditions shown in the following figure 4 for model verification are selected. After the data to be recognized is imported into the trained models, the maximum likelihood estimators are output by the all trained models. The model name corresponding to the maximum of all MLEs is the current recognition result.

In order to improve the recognition accuracy, the input data is filtered and the recognition result is shown in the following figure 5.
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**Figure 4.** The typical work conditions of wheel loader
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**Figure 5.** The results of driving intention recognition with MGHMM

The solid line in the figure 5 represents the recognition results of the driving intention. From the figure, it can be concluded that the MGHMM method can accurately identify the driver's driving intention, for example, in a period of 1st second to 6th second, the accelerator pedal speed is 0.06/s and other input signals almost zero. At the same time, the driving intention recognition result is Acceleration. In another period of 10st second to 15th second, the driving intention recognition result is Valve Action because the valve state is 1. Many experiments prove that the time step of 0.1s can achieve the highest recognition accuracy and meet the real-time requirement of online recognition.

## 5 Discussion and Conclusion

Because of the multiple meanings of throttle, depressing the gas pedal of a car represents the desire of acceleration, while depressing the gas pedal of wheel loader may be not to accelerate vehicle but to accelerate the tipper or lifting work. Hence, it is difficult to recognize driving intention of wheel loader. However, due to the driver's intention directly reflected in the accelerator pedal, brake pedal...
and hydraulic valve control handle, MGHMM method can be used to recognize unobservable driving intentions with these observable signals. In order to improve the recognition accuracy and satisfy the real-time requirement of online recognition, the input data is divided into small fragments of 0.1s. Thus, this allows the TCU (Transmission Control Unit) to quickly control the transmission hydraulic system to shift gears based on the identified driving intention. Ultimately the controllability of the gearshift can be ameliorated and work efficiency improved.

In this paper, the driver's intention recognition model uses only five signals that are directly related to the driver. If further research is carried out and vehicle information and traffic information, such as current vehicle speed and current road gradient information, are considered. The MGHMM can recognize more accurately driving intentions to provide better driving assistance.
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